Minutes by Richard Nafshun – format & post

CC – Nov 21 2014

Action Item: We want to say that external reviewers thought these were important points

[Add the four bullet points here]

Course Designators were discussed

Kate Field (Micro) was highly recommended to serve as a Chemistry reviewer

ID Biochem/Biophys Reviewer at CC on Dec 5

CC may draft a request for Faculty, Staff, Instructor, Advisors to CPS Input Process and Steps: The Council is requested to determine input process and develop a plan to try to meet the Phase I timeline goal. Meet with Becky Warner first - Friday, Dec 5 to chat about the CPS Input Process and Steps

Note: The Council is requested to determine input process and develop a plan to try to meet the Phase I timeline goal.

CC Representatives to Review CSP:

- Health and Human Sciences (A-L) Bradley
- Health and Human Sciences (M-Z) Mina
- Public Health & Human Sciences (A-L) Tasha
- Public Health & Human Sciences (M-Z) Tichard

Cheryl will enter.

Possible Student Member?: Allison Dorko – I will send Mina the ASOSU form to join

Curricular Proposal – Reviewer Needed fro...

New Degree Program Proposal – PhD in Women, Gender, and Sexuality Studies #89374
This proposal has been approved by Budgets & Fiscal Planning and is being reviewed by the Graduate Council. – Mike and Anne-Marie

CC discussed the formation of the COS CC.

-Richard Nafshun